Introduction
The thermospheric neutral wind plays an important role within the ionosphere-thermospheremagnetosphere system, affecting the energy balance and composition of the upper atmosphere as well as generating electric fields and plasma instabilities. During geomagnetic storms, compression of the Earth's magnetosphere caused by the action of the enhanced solar wind develops intense electric fields that are mapped along geomagnetic field lines into the high-latitude ionosphere. Through collisions, E × B convection of plasma will drive the neutral winds sunward in the auroral region and antisunward within the polar cap. This convective behavior is governed in part by the sign of the interplanetary magnetic field which, if negative (southward), signifies the development of a two-cell convection pattern and, if positive (northward), causes the distortion of this two-cell pattern into a somewhat chaotic two-or multiple-cell pattern. At the same time, increased precipitation of energetic particles into the lower thermosphere altitudes appears with a concurrent equatorward expansion of the auroral zone and a large increase in ionospheric MAKELA ET AL. ©2014 . American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved.
The disturbed polar thermospheric circulation alters the neutral composition and, at midlatitudes, moves the plasma up and down magnetic field lines, changing rates of production and recombination of the ionized species. At the same time the disturbed neutral winds produce polarization electric fields through a dynamo effect, as the neutrals collide with the plasma in the presence of the Earth's geomagnetic field. These electric fields affect the plasma, illustrating that the ionized and neutral species in the upper atmosphere are closely coupled, so it is not possible to gain a physical understanding of geomagnetic storm effects on ionospheric electron density without considering effects on the neutral thermosphere.
Beginning with Hays and Roble [1971] , ground-based Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) observations during geomagnetic storm disturbances have consistently presented evidence showing increased meridional wind transport of heated air from the polar region to midlatitudes [e.g., Hernandez and Roble, 1976; Sipler and Biondi, 1979; Hernandez and Roble, 1984] . These results show large increases in the thermospheric temperatures and enhanced meridional winds to values as large as 500 m/s with large southward gradients in the meridional direction. Meriwether [2008] reviewed the modifications of low-latitude and midlatitude thermospheric dynamics that have been found to be associated with these disturbances.
In general, the horizontal component of the thermospheric wind field is 1 to 2 orders of magnitude greater than the vertical component. Assuming that the thermosphere is incompressible and in hydrostatic equilibrium, the vertical wind must be commensurate with the divergence in the horizontal wind, as derived in classical texts [Holton, 1972] or for the thermosphere by Burnside et al. [1981] :
where the vector (x, y, z) is (east, north, up) , the vector wind, (u, v, w) , is in the same coordinates, and H is the scale height, around 50 km in the upper thermosphere. For typical horizontal scale sizes of the horizontal flow, and on time scales of hours, the magnitude of the vertical wind is not expected to be more than a few m/s [Rishbeth et al., 1987; Smith, 1998 ]. However, measurements of persistent large vertical wind are not uncommon, especially at high latitudes Nicolls et al., 2012] . Spencer et al. [1976] first observed large, 80 m/s vertical winds at the AE-C satellite, and ground-based instruments have measured vertical winds at auroral latitudes of a few tens of m/s [Rees et al., 1984; Ishii et al., 2001; Smith, 1998; Nicolls et al., 2012; Anderson et al., 2012; Larsen and Meriwether, 2012, and references therein] . Anderson et al. [2011] attempted to verify the Burnside relation using two spatially separated Fabry-Perot interferometers (FPIs) in Alaska to estimate the vertical wind and horizontal divergence. They found that equation (1) correctly estimates the sign of w on average, but that w varies significantly and is 3-4 times larger on average. Smith and Hernandez [1995] found that the Burnside relation can predict the wrong sign for the measured w.
The midlatitude thermosphere is typically more quiescent than the polar thermosphere, yet large apparent vertical winds are evident, particularly during periods of enhanced geomagnetic activity. Hernandez [1982] reported the vertical wind signature of a possible gravity wave with vertical motions as large as 25 m/s. Sipler et al. [1995] observed 50 m/s upward and downward winds during geomagnetically quiet times and a sustained 75 m/s downward wind for 2 h after the onset of a geomagnetic storm (Kp = 8), followed by a downward surge lasting 30 min, with peak downward flow of about 125 m/s. Other examples of midlatitude vertical wind measurements can be found in Larsen and Meriwether [2012] , among others.
In this paper, we report observations made by the FPIs in NATION, the North American ThermosphereIonosphere Observing Network. Additional observations by an FPI and all-sky imager operated at the Millstone Hill Observatory as well as the Helium, Oxygen, Proton, and Electron spectrometer instruments on the twin Van Allen Probes spacecraft are presented. The observations were made during the geomagnetic storm of 2 October 2013 in which large increases in thermospheric wind speeds as well as gradients in the winds are seen across the effective field of view of NATION, consistent with previous single-site ground-based FPI MAKELA ET AL.
©2014. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved. studies of storm time thermosphere neutral winds. However, large apparent downward winds greater than 100 m/s are also seen in the observations, sustained over 6 h at all sites. We discuss the possibility that these apparent downward winds may not be indicative of bulk downward flow of the thermosphere but could be, at least partially, caused by contamination from an alternative source of the 630.0 nm emission during the ongoing geomagnetic storm.
Instrumentation
The North American Thermosphere-Ionosphere Observing Network (NATION) comprises five Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) sites in the midwestern portion of the United States, as detailed in Table 1 . At each of the five sites, a CCD-based imaging FPI has been installed to observe the thermospheric redline emission at 630.0 nm. Under typical nighttime conditions, this emission is caused by the dissociative recombination of O + 2 [Link and Cogger, 1988] which typically peaks at an altitude of approximately 250 km. Thus, the Doppler shift and Doppler broadening of the line measured by the FPIs is interpreted to correspond to the thermospheric winds and temperatures, respectively. The emission from a given look direction, selected by a dual-mirror SkyScanner system, is observed through an etalon, which sets up the circular interference pattern at the CCD. Each NATION etalon has a gap of 1.5 cm. The clear aperture of the FPIs is either 7.0 cm (Eastern Kentucky University (EKU), ANN, and Virginia Tech (VTI)) or 10.0 cm (Pisgah Astronomical Research Institute (PAR) and Urbana Atmospheric Observatory (UAO)). A frequency-stabilized HeNe laser provides the ability to determine the instrument function as well as providing a time-dependent Doppler reference for the wind estimates. Cloud monitors at each site, except the most recently installed site at Virginia Tech, are used to determine the viewing conditions at each site. Details of the network and instruments are described in Makela et al. [2012] .
Three recent upgrades to the network have been made, yielding an improved ability to study the spatial and temporal dynamics of the thermosphere using NATION. First is the deployment of the fifth instrument from the New Jersey Institute of Technology, currently operated by and at Virginia Tech (VTI), expanding the longitudinal coverage of the network and providing additional bistatic and tristatic common volume measurement capabilities with the sites at Eastern Kentucky University (EKU) and the Pisgah Astronomical Research Institute (PARI). Second, an Internet-based control algorithm has been developed which synchronizes the observations at the various sites taking into account local viewing conditions (e.g., cloud coverage). Finally, real-time analysis of the images from each site has been implemented, allowing the control algorithm to dynamically change the integration times at each site to maintain a desired uncertainty in the resultant estimates of the thermospheric neutral winds and temperatures. These upgrades have improved the temporal resolution of the data from NATION without compromising the quality of the resultant parameter estimates.
Data are analyzed using the technique described in Harding et al. [2014] . In brief, the airglow interferograms are reduced to one-dimensional fringe patterns by an annular summation around the fringe center. This one-dimensional fringe pattern represents the convolution of the sky spectrum with the instrument function. A model of the instrument function that accounts for optical defects is fitted to the laser fringes, which are obtained by observing the frequency-stabilized HeNe laser. The parameters extracted from this model fit are used to fit a Gaussian spectral profile to the sky 630.0 nm airglow fringe, resulting in the Doppler shift and Doppler width estimates, assumed to be representative of the line-of-sight neutral wind and neutral temperature at 250 km. A difficulty in FPI observations is establishing the zero reference, as the FPI is only able to specify the line-of-sight wind up to a constant offset. Although the laser observations provide a measure of the thermal variation of the zero reference over the night, they do not provide the absolute zero reference. This is because the wavelengths of both the HeNe laser and the red line O( 1 D) emissions are not adequately known to allow the determination of the difference between the two wavelengths with the necessary accuracy to measure vertical winds in an absolute sense with an error of less than a few m/s. Typically, the absolute zero reference is established by assuming that while the instantaneous vertical wind may not be zero, the averaged vertical wind over the night, computed from all zenith observations, is zero. For nights with large sustained apparent vertical winds, such as the one presented in this paper, this assumption is invalid. Thus, for this paper, it is assumed that the vertical wind averaged over the prestorm period (00-02 UT) is zero and that instrument performance does not vary from the prestorm characteristics over the time frame of the storm. At one site (ANN), the laser frequency stabilization failed, as evidenced by the linear drift in the estimated etalon gap and by the drift in the laser intensity (not shown), which is used as a proxy for the laser wavelength in the stabilizer control loop. If this laser wavelength drift is not corrected, a linear drift of 50 m/s over the night is seen superimposed on the vertical wind estimate. For this site only, this drift is removed by assuming the poststorm vertical winds (09-12 UT) are also zero and the laser wavelength varies linearly with time.
An additional FPI, operated at the Millstone Hill Observatory (MH in Table 1 and Figure 1 ), made observations of the 630.0 nm emission on this night. The MH FPI has a clear aperture of 12 cm and gap of 1.0525 cm. Five orders of the interference pattern are analyzed by fitting the annular integrated fringes to a Gaussian in order to produce estimates of the Doppler shift and broadening effects [Kerr, 2014] . The wind errors are on the order of 1-2 m/s, which is dependent on the airglow intensity. Observations of a frequency-stabilized HeNe laser are used to monitor the instrument drift and provide a zero Doppler reference, as is done for the NATION FPIs.
Observations
The five NATION FPIs were operating on the night of 1-2 October 2013. The first observations were obtained at the VTI instrument on 1 October 2013 at 2341 UT, continuing until the last observation made by the UAO instrument on 2 October 2013 at 1111 UT (UT is 4 h ahead of LT for the sites at VTI, PAR, EKU, and ANN and is 5 h ahead of LT at UAO. All sites were observing daylight savings time during this period). All five instruments were collecting data between 0013 and 1040 UT on 2 October 2013. Viewing conditions, as determined by the cloud sensor installed at the sites, were very good with brief periods of clouds concentrated shortly after local sunset at PAR (00-02 UT) and before sunrise at EKU (10-11 UT) and UAO (09-11 UT). ANN experienced two brief (30 min) periods of cloud coverage between 08 and 10 UT. Although no cloud sensor was installed at the VTI site at that time, the local weather reports [weatherunderground.com, 2013] indicated clear viewing conditions until 0730 UT, which is borne out by the quality of the observations obtained from that site.
The instruments were configured in a mode that emphasized the cardinal observing directions with a laser calibration image obtained for determining the instrument function and drift every ∼20 min. The location of each observing direction, assuming an emission altitude of 250 km, is shown in Figure 1 . The NATION observations cover over 10
• in both latitude and longitude. Integration times for the laser images were fixed at 30 s, while integration times for the sky images were allowed to vary between 30 and 300 s per image.
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10.1002/2014JA019832 A filament eruption occurred on the Sun on 29 September 2013. Early on 2 October 2013, the associated coronal mass ejection passed the ACE satellite, which measured a rapid increase of solar wind velocity to 600 km/s and a strong southward interplanetary magnetic field of 30 nT [Space Weather Prediction Center, 2013] . The prevailing geophysical conditions during this event, as captured by the Dst and Kp indices are presented in Figure 2 . Dst increased from a slightly positive value to 24 nT at 03 UT on 2 October 2013 before decreasing and eventually reaching −75 nT at 8 UT on 2 October 2013. The Kp index increased to a value of 5 + between 00 and 03 UT, rose to 8 − between 03 and 06 UT, and reduced to 6 − and then 4 − from 06 to 12 UT. Thus, the observations presented here from the NATION FPIs cover the onset of a storm period as observed from the local premidnight sector.
Measurements of the Doppler shift of the 630.0 nm emission in the vertical direction are obtained by observations looking toward zenith at each site. The vertical winds deduced from these observations made by the NATION and MH FPIs on this night are shown in Figure 3 (top). In this figure, a stack plot of the temporal variations of the apparent vertical wind for all five sites is presented, with the y offset for each measurement representing the latitude corresponding to the observations. Observations made from the NATION FPIs over the past year indicate that typical quiet time values of vertical winds are quite small: less than 10 m/s. However, on this night, the observations suggest strong downward winds at all sites, beginning at roughly 0300 UT. Apparent downward winds of 150 m/s are observed over ANN, with weaker winds seen over the sites to the south, indicating a latitudinal gradient in the apparent downward winds. A strong downward pulse is seen over the NATION sites beginning at 0420 UT and lasting for approximately 40 min. The strength of the pulse is seen to be a strong function of latitude (−300 m/s at ANN and −130 m/s at PAR). The apparent downwelling gradually subsides, returning to values close to 0 m/s, with the southernmost reaching zero before the northern sites (0800 UT at PAR and 0845 UT at ANN). No data from MH is available at this time due to the instrument taking flat field images from approximately 04 to 05 UT. The analysis of the horizontal wind presents more challenges than the vertical wind. The observations are made at a 45
• zenith angle, so the measured line-of-sight velocity represents a combination of the horizontal wind and the vertical wind. On quiet days, the horizontal contribution to the line-of-sight wind is extracted by assuming that the vertical wind field is locally uniform and applying the vertical wind measured in the zenith direction above each site to the oblique measurement, although the two measurement locations in the thermosphere are separated by 250 km. On this night the apparent vertical wind field is not uniform, so this technique would introduce large errors into the estimates of the horizontal winds.
Instead of attempting to estimate the horizontal wind from each line-of-sight measurement, the apparent wind field over the NATION array is estimated directly from the set of all instruments' raw line-of-sight measurements, assuming that the wind field, (u, v, w) , can be approximated by a low-order polynomial in latitude and longitude. For this initial analysis, a linear approximation is used:
where u 0 , u 1 , and u 2 are unknown coefficients to be estimated, x is east-west distance, and y is north-south distance. Analogous equations for v and w are also used. Combining the expressions for all line-of-sight winds results in a matrix equation, which can be inverted in a least-squares sense to obtain the nine unknowns. This provides a linear approximation to the wind field that represents the large-scale flow implied by the data, but does not capture small-scale spatial structure. It is found that the data are reasonably well represented by the large-scale flow, as the residual between the data and linear fit is 28 m/s RMS (root-mean-squared) over the night. We solve for the temporal variation of this wind field fit at a 60 s cadence. Since the line-of-sight measurements at the different locations are taken at different times, the velocities used in the inversion are linearly interpolated in time. Animations of the wind field derived in this way are presented in the supporting information for this paper.
The apparent horizontal neutral winds estimated by the technique above are shown in Figure 3 (middle and bottom). The results of the inversion (see Animation S1) indicate that the longitudinal gradients (e.g., u 2 ) are often much smaller than the latitudinal gradients (e.g., u 1 ). Thus, we present the apparent horizontal wind field evaluated at two locations separated by 5
• in latitude: (42 • N, 83.9
• W) and (37 • N, 83.9
• W), which are representative of the northern-central and southern-central regions of the NATION field of view. Strong equatorward winds (indicated by the negative sign in the meridional winds presented in Figure 3 (bottom)) are observed at the northern latitudes beginning at approximately 0230 UT. At this time, the typically equatorward winds of ∼ 25 m/s are seen to dramatically increase to 300 m/s at around 0330 UT, eventually reaching 450 m/s by 0630 UT. This increase in equatorward wind is observed at the southern latitudes as well, but with smaller magnitudes, indicating that the NATION network is observing the effects of the geomagnetic storm impinging from higher latitudes. This chain of events in the meridional winds fits well with observations from previous storms, including in situ observations [e.g., Earle et al., 2013] . The equatorward winds gradually subside before turning poleward around 0800 UT. Thus, the strong equatorward winds of greater than 200 m/s are observed to persist for at least 4 h across the NATION field of view.
Concurrent to the initial surge in the equatorward winds at the onset of the storm, the zonal winds (positive eastward, Figure 3 Concurrent to the strong downward pulse in the apparent vertical wind from about 0420-0500 UT is a pulse in the apparent zonal and meridional winds. The eastward and northward pulse is seen superposed on the large westward and southward surge and has a magnitude of approximately 100 m/s and 50 m/s in the zonal and meridional directions, respectively.
The relative, normalized airglow intensity measured in the zenith direction at each site is shown in Figure 4 . The various FPIs have been calibrated relative to each other by assuming that during 01-02 UT they observe the same mean intensity. Absolute calibration is unknown, so it is shown on an arbitrary scale. At 0300 UT, coincident with the arrival of the southward and downward wind, an intensity increase by a factor of 2 is seen in the northernmost site (ANN), while a more modest increase is seen in the southern sites, indicating a northward gradient in intensity that persists until about 0830 UT. Beginning at 0430 UT, coincident with the arrival of the large −150 m/s apparent vertical wind, a large increase in the intensity commences. It grows fastest and largest at the northern sites, by a factor of about 5. The intensity remains high until the large southward and downward surge abates around 0700-0800 UT. Beginning around 0800 UT, and concurrent with the arrival of the northward meridional wind, a weaker intensity increase is seen in the southern sites (PAR, VTI, and EKU), which briefly reverses the gradient in intensity. The apparent thermospheric temperature measured in the zenith direction at each site is shown in Figure 6 . At the beginning of the night, the temperature follows its typical pattern of cooling until 0300 UT, at which time a temperature increase is seen over both ANN and MH, with increases seen later over the more southern sites. The apparent temperature peaks around 0430 UT, coincident with the large downward pulse seen in the wind. Another peak is seen around 0630 UT, associated with the maximum southward wind (see Figure 3) . A third minor peak is seen around 0800 UT over the southern sites, coincident with the reversal of the meridional wind.
An unusual feature of the temperature measurement is its apparent anisotropy. In Figure 7 the temperature measurements looking south from ANN and north from EKU are compared. Both measurements are made at 
Discussion
The FPI observations presented in the previous section, as well as the corresponding Dst (ring current) and Kp (geomagnetic) indices, clearly indicate that the midlatitude thermosphere is experiencing storm conditions. Many of the features of the estimated neutral winds and temperatures are consistent with previous studies of the midlatitude thermosphere during similar conditions. For example, the increase in the equatorward winds, the reversal of the zonal flow from eastward to westward, as well as the increase in thermospheric temperatures indicated in Figures 3 and 6 match well with current understanding of the thermosphere's response to increased high-latitude heating [e.g., Rishbeth et al., 1987] . Similarly, the existence of vertical winds in the thermosphere associated with large-scale circulation patterns generated by heating in the auroral region have been observed previously [e.g., Rishbeth et al., 1987; Sipler et al., 1995; Larsen and Meriwether, 2012] . However, downwelling over such a large spatial region (20
• in longitude and 10
• in latitude) with the magnitude (100 m/s) and duration (6 h) indicated by the observations presented above is difficult to explain, as is the temperature anisotropy observed when viewing the same thermospheric volume from different look directions. These anomalous observations, consistent across all of the FPIs in NATION, indicate that the 630.0 nm emission at midlatitudes during storm conditions is most likely not representative of bulk flow of the thermospheric neutrals.
We first examine whether the apparent downward wind presented in Figure 3 could be an instrumental artifact. The method utilized to deduce the vertical wind assumes that the frequency-stabilized laser is, in fact, stable over time and that the vertical winds are zero on average during the period used to set the zero reference. As to the first assumption, it is true that any drift or temporal changes in the laser frequency would manifest as temporally varying apparent vertical wind. However, it is extremely unlikely that the lasers operated at the five independent sites would show the same temporal properties as to give rise to the similar patterns seen in the apparent vertical winds seen in Figure 3 and that a clear latitudinal dependence on the magnitude of the apparent vertical winds would be seen. As to the second assumption, if the actual vertical winds during the period used to set the zero reference were nonzero on average, this would manifest as a constant bias in the apparent vertical winds and, again, could not explain the temporal properties evident in the vertical winds presented in Figure 3 . In addition, the fact that the apparent vertical winds are observed by the MH FPI, which uses a different etalon gap than the NATION FPIs and employs a different analysis technique, indicates that the effect is not confined to the specific design of the NATION FPIs. Thus, we are confident that the observations presented in this figure cannot be instrumental artifacts or by-products of the assumptions used in deriving the zero Doppler reference.
The Burnside relation (1) can be exercised to examine whether the horizontal neutral winds are consistent with the vertical winds estimated from the zenith observations. This is possible given the spatially distributed observations provided by the FPIs in NATION combined with the field-fitting procedure described above. In both the raw measurements and the results of the field fitting, divergence in the horizontal flow is evident, which should be associated with vertical flow. In Figure 8 , the vertical winds obtained from the field fit are compared with those expected from the observed divergence in the horizontal winds at the center of the NATION field of view, assuming a scale height of 50 km. The magnitude of the Burnside vertical wind is seen to vary between −15 and 5 m/s over the course of the night. It is significantly smaller in magnitude than the vertical winds estimated from the zenith look directions and occasionally disagrees in sign. Such a discrepancy has been observed before [Smith and Hernandez, 1995] .
Of course, the assumptions used in deriving (1) (most notably, hydrostatic equilibrium and the neutral scale height) might become invalid during storm conditions, calling into question the applicability of the Burnside relation to the observations presented here. Indeed, modeling studies indicate that relaxing the hydrostatic assumption results in larger vertical winds in the thermosphere [Yigit et al., 2012] . However, these studies do not indicate sustained downward winds of the duration and magnitude presented here. In fact, Deng et al. [2008] showed that when a strong, sustained energy input into the thermosphere is present, there is rapid imbalance in the pressure gradient and gravity, which causes an upward velocity. The imbalance is rapidly reduced, and the velocity decreases slowly over a few tens of minutes. The hydrostatic balance MAKELA ET AL.
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In considering possible alternative explanations for the development of these surprising apparent downward vertical wind speeds observed, the possibility of contamination of the observed 630.0 nm spectral profile, suggested by Hampton et al. [2012] in the context of auroral vertical winds, emerges as a possible explanation. The precipitation of energetic O + ions has previously been observed at 800 km over the energy range of 0.7 to 12 keV during periods of geomagnetic storm activity [Shelley et al., 1972; Sharp et al., 1976a Sharp et al., , 1976b . Charge exchange of these energetic O + ions with neutrals as well as the momentum exchange resulting from the elastic scattering of precipitating ions with O would both produce fast O atoms [Torr et al., 1974 [Torr et al., , 1982 . Thermalization of these atoms by quenching processes would occur at different rates depending upon the ion deposition altitude. However, Ishimoto et al. [1994] presented model calculations indicating that the collisional interactions of these fast O atoms with the ambient atoms would generate a population of 630.0 nm photons with an overall Doppler shift ranging from 1 to 15 pm (500 to 7000 m/s). Torr et al. [1974] estimated that the fast O population could create excitation of 630.0 nm emission of as much as 200 R.
The work of Torr et al. [1974] , Torr and Torr [1979] , and Torr et al. [1982] suggests that much of the population of fast O atoms would be moving upward. However, to produce an apparent downward wind, much of the fast O atoms would need to be moving in the downward direction. The partition of the incoming ion flux into downstream and upstream populations of fast O atoms with energies of 20 to 1000 eV was computed by Ishimoto et al. [1992] , showing that the downstream populations were significantly larger than the upstream population at the three altitudes of 242 km, 283 km, and 370 km.
Indication of an injection of low-energy O
+ ions into the inner magnetosphere and ring current during the 2 October 2013 storm period considered here is provided by the Energetic Particle, Composition, and Thermal Plasma Suite's (ECT) Helium, Oxygen, Proton, and Electron (HOPE) mass spectrometer instruments on the twin Van Allen Probes spacecraft [Funsten et al., 2013] . Results from these instruments are shown in Figure 9 , indicating that O + , as well as other ionic species, is readily available in the inner magnetosphere. This O + population originates from polar up-flow sources and is transported into the inner magnetosphere and ring current from the tail via a combination of both steady cross-tail and impulsive electric fields as well as resonant wave interactions [e.g., Welling and Ridley, 2010; Keika et al., 2013, and references therein] . Coincident with the period of apparent downward winds observed by the NATION FPIs is an infusion of low-energy ion species, including O + . An especially strong increase in the flux is seen at the same time as the largest apparent downward winds (04-05 UT). Although the northern magnetic footprints for the two spacecraft, near Alaska, were to the west and north of the region of the thermosphere observed by NATION, it would be expected that the influx of low-energy O + took place over the nightside auroral and subauroral region, which sweeps geographically down in latitude over the midlatitudes observed by NATION.
The O + present in the inner magnetosphere can be lost via a number of mechanisms (e.g., radial diffusion, charge exchange, coulomb collision, pitch angle scattering) [Daglis et al., 1999] . Pitch angle scattering would cause O + to stream down field lines into the loss cone. These O + ions would collide with the neutral O, resulting in the production of fast O, both at the spacecraft footprints and more geographically extended regions, depending on magnetospheric processes driving the O + precipitation and atmospheric density. These fast neutral atoms gradually become partially thermalized through quenching processes and redistributed across the midlatitude region. As indicated by the Ishimoto et al. [1994] analysis, these processes would result in an emission at 630.0 nm sourced by nonthermospheric processes, with an appreciable Doppler shift. The contamination caused by this second population of 630.0 nm photons, with a velocity and thermal distribution different from the thermospheric population of 630.0 nm photons, could be responsible for the large apparent winds and anisotropic temperature estimates discussed above. This is because the analysis employed assumes a single population of 630.0 nm photons.
To test this explanation for the observed apparent downward wind, we present a simple model of fast O contamination of the 630.0 nm emission. The normal contribution to the emission, arising from the dissociative recombination of O + 2 , is modeled as a Gaussian with a 0 m/s Doppler shift and a temperature of 800 K. The effect of the fast O contamination is modeled by the addition of a second Gaussian with a specified apparent downward speed (ranging from 643 to 1000 m/s, in line with the lower speeds in the Ishimoto et al. [1994] study), intensity (referenced to the intensity of the nominal thermospheric dissociative recombination contribution), and temperature (taken to be 800 K). Three examples are presented in Figure 10 , showing the apparent temperature and speed caused by analyzing the combined spectral profile as if it were a single Gaussian arising from dissociative recombination. Apparent speeds of −200 m/s with apparent temperature increases of more than 100 K are possible with reasonable speeds and intensity ratios for the fast O contamination. Fitting of the combined spectral profile using an Airy profile rather than a single Gaussian would produce similar results for the Doppler shift. A more thorough investigation of the parameter space is shown in Figure 11 , showing the dependence of the effective speed on the intensity ratio between the nominal line and that due to the nonthermospheric contamination. This figure indicates that the spectral properties (e.g., intensity) of the emission line originating from the hypothesized fast O contamination will change the relationship between the speed and temperature of the fast O population, the speed and temperature of the nominal thermospheric population, and the effective speed obtained from fitting a single Gaussian to the combined spectral profile.
The resulting shower of fast O atoms can also be expected to produce heating of the atmosphere for the region above 200 km [Torr et al., 1974; Torr and Torr, 1979; Torr et al., 1982] , which is consistent with the observed NATION increase of 350-400 K near 0430 UT. Torr et al. [1982] estimated that the peak heating rate due to large nocturnal energetic ion sources can be comparable to the dayside EUV source at high altitudes. Their analysis using the National Center for Atmospheric Research general circulation model found the storm temperature perturbation near 400 km at the time of maximum heating would be of the order of 400 K. However, it is important to point out that contamination of the spectral line shape due to the fast O atoms would result in an anomalous (nonphysical) temperature increase, as indicated in Figure 10 . Given the limitations of our current measurements, it might be impossible to unravel these two competing effects without additional information. However, it is reasonable to conclude from Figure 7 that the nonphysical temperature increase is at least 100 K, because the velocity distribution along the field line is wider than the distribution across it, by an amount equivalent to a 100 K increase. This anisotropy could not result from a physical temperature increase.
Although the proposed contaminating population of 630.0 nm photons would cause an extra bump in the nominally Gaussian emission spectrum, no direct evidence of this contamination was found in the raw sky fringes. This is expected for two reasons. First, as seen in Figure 10 , the speed of O, while large compared to the thermospheric wind, is small compared to the thermal spread of the nominal emission, and thus, the resulting composite spectral shape is difficult to distinguish from a true Gaussian. Second, the FPIs used in the NATION array have a relatively low finesse (15), related to the resolution of the system, so our ability to resolve subtle spectral features is limited. If a more sophisticated analysis technique cannot separate the contributions from the two populations, the instruments may need to be redesigned to increase their resolving power in order to directly study the spectral shape and distinguish between the nominal 630.0 nm spectral profile caused by dissociative recombination and that due to the fast O. As shown above, the relative intensities and temperatures of the nominal 630.0 nm emission and that caused by the fast O contamination will determine the estimated velocities and temperatures.
It is important to point out that the contamination effect would be present in both the vertical and horizontal wind estimates. The apparent vertical winds are a combination of the actual vertical motion of the thermospheric neutrals as well as the projected vertical velocity of the fast O contamination. Even for the zenith look direction and assuming that the thermospheric population has zero vertical velocity, we cannot unambiguously estimate the primarily field-aligned contribution from the hypothesized contamination source. This is because we lack information on the relative intensity and temperature ratios of these two populations, which affect the overall estimated Doppler shift (see Figures 10 and 11 ). For example, the three cases presented in Figure 10 all result in an estimate of a approximately 200 m/s Doppler shift despite a Doppler shift for the contaminating population ranging from 640 to 1000 m/s. Thus, simply treating the apparent vertical wind as an actual vertical wind and removing it from the line-of-sight measurements made in the off-zenith directions is not a correct way for them to be handled. A more detailed analysis is needed to understand if reliable horizontal wind estimates can be obtained under these conditions.
Understanding the overall effect of this hypothesized contamination source upon the 630.0 nm spectral profile and the inferred winds and temperatures would require expanding on the work of Ishimoto et al. [1994] , including the application of a model of the FPI instrument. A detailed modeling of the energy deposition of these energetic ions is needed to estimate the extent that this contamination would result in an apparent Doppler shift, but the simulation presented here indicates that this is a plausible explanation for the apparent downward winds observed by the NATION FPIs. This spectral contamination hypothesis would explain the latitudinal reduction of the apparent vertical wind seen by NATION as this effect is consistent with a similar latitudinal dependence of the energetic influx of these O + ions [Sharp et al., 1976b] .
It is relevant to note that previous studies have provided evidence of nonthermal oxygen atoms in the thermosphere, even during geomagnetically quiet periods. Such quiet time nonthermal oxygen atoms are thought to be produced mainly by dissociative recombination of O + 2 and NO + [Hickey et al., 1995] , as opposed to charge exchange with precipitating O + during active times, as discussed in the present paper. Observational evidence of this nonthermal population utilizes various techniques: twilight observations of the 732.0 and 733.0 nm airglow emission from the ground [Yee et al., 1980] , redline intensity measurements made by the Visible Airglow Experiment on the Atmosphere Explorer-C satellite [Schmitt et al., 1981] , red line temperature measurements from the FPI on the Dynamics Explorer satellite [Hubert et al., 2001] , and in situ measurements made by the low energy neutral atom (LENA) instrument on the IMAGE spacecraft [Wilson and Moore, 2005] . This evidence is supported by modeling which suggests that a nonthermal population is present above 200 km, which should increase FPI red line temperature measurements above the ambient temperature [Shematovich et al., 1999; Sipler and Biondi, 2003; Kharchenko et al., 2005] . In this paper, we present observational evidence that nonthermal oxygen atoms affect the wind measurement as well as the temperature, at least during geomagnetically active periods.
Summary
In this study, observations obtained from a distributed network of six Fabry-Perot interferometers measuring the 630.0 nm emission, nominally caused by the dissociative recombination of O + 2 and indicative of thermospheric winds have been presented. The results indicate that the midlatitude thermosphere over North America during the storm of 2 October 2013 was quite disturbed with estimated equatorward thermospheric winds reaching 300 m/s. Large vertical winds are observed from all of the sites, with estimated apparent downward winds of more than 100 m/s observed for 6 h during the storm.
This study explores the possibility that the large downward flows are not indicative of bulk flow of the thermosphere but, rather, are due to contamination of the 630.0 nm spectral profile by a population of fast O related to the infusion of low-energy O + ions, as observed by the ECT-HOPE instrument on the Van Allen Probes. The measurements indicate that such O + was readily available in the inner magnetosphere, originating from polar up-flow sources and transported into the inner magnetosphere and ring current via 10.1002/2014JA019832 dawn-to-dusk electric fields. Such O + can then be lost via a number of mechanisms, one of which is pitch angle scattering, which would cause the O + to precipitate into the thermosphere [Daglis et al., 1999] . This would result in the production of fast O across the nightside auroral and subauroral regions. Ground-based all-sky observations indicate the simultaneous occurrence of diffuse aurora and a SAR arc.
Thus, we suggest that our results of anomalously large downward vertical winds, especially when viewed from the perspective of the Ishimoto et al. [1994] analysis, provide support for the identification of incoming energetic O + ions as an important component of geomagnetic storm activity at midlatitudes. These ions generate fast O through charge exchange and momentum transfer interactions. Preliminary modeling of the spectral contribution induced by a fast O population at 630.0 nm supports this explanation, which can account for the large apparent vertical winds as well as some of the temperature increases estimated from the FPI measurements. Although there is likely atmospheric heating occurring during the storm period, which would cause the atmosphere to move upward, in the current analysis of the FPI measurements alone, we cannot conclude how much of the apparent heating is due to actual atmospheric heating and how much is due to the hypothesized contamination.
The results of this study demonstrate the need to monitor the instrument drift through the use of a frequency-stabilized laser (or a similar reference source) and not make the assumption that the vertical wind is zero at all times, which historically has been a common assumption made in analyzing FPI data. Indeed, the results of analyzing the data using the zero vertical wind assumption (not shown) yield results that appear reasonable and are in line with previous midlatitude storm studies conducted from single sites. However, in this type of analysis, a few oddities result, such as apparent discrepancies between the meridional flow at common volume locations observed from different sites. These types of discrepancies would not have been noted from observations from a single site and so this type of contamination, and its effects on the estimated wind field, would have gone unnoticed. Therefore, the results of this study emphasize the necessity of distributed networks of instruments to understand the complex dynamics that occur in the thermosphere/ionosphere during disturbed conditions.
To determine if the hypothesized contamination of the FPI measurements by emissions due to fast O is correct, further investigations are needed to be able to decouple its effect on the measurements from the bulk thermospheric flow. For example, it is unclear what the appropriate population of the contaminating fast O atoms might be. The ECT-HOPE observations suggest a range of energies for the incoming O + , which would produce a range of O atoms in speed. Some of these fast O atoms would generate further fast O through momentum transfer with slower O. A detailed analysis extending the previous work of Ishimoto et al. [1994] is needed, accounting for the instrument properties of the FPIs and how they would observe the effects of this contamination under different geomagnetic activity levels. Such a study would also allow for the development of improved analysis routines to be able to extract the actual thermospheric properties from storm time observations or, at least, provide bounds on increased error bars on the horizontal thermospheric wind and temperature estimates due to the hypothesized contamination.
While the perspective of the Earth geospace system presented in the introduction regarding the transport of heated air from the polar region to midlatitudes is still likely to be true, this view could now be somewhat confused. The previous work based on FPIs had not allowed for the possible role of spectral contamination of the thermalized spectral line profile. As a consequence, if the hypothesized contamination is, indeed, occurring, previous results derived from similar ground-based FPIs observing the 630.0 nm emission during storm times and analyzed assuming a single population of 630.0 nm photons regarding the increased transport of heated air from the polar region to midlatitudes are called into question by the NATION results presented here. A preliminary investigation through the NATION database from 2013 indicates that this spectral contamination effect (as indicated by sustained apparent downward winds) is present to a lesser degree in several of the other storms captured to date. Deducing the actual bulk thermospheric flow from the effects of spectral contamination is critical to guide the development and validate models used to study the upper atmosphere under storm conditions.
